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Model-Based Engine Control Architecture With an Extended Kalman Filter

Jeffrey T. Csank and Joseph W. Connolly
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Cleveland, Ohio 44135

This paper discusses the design and implementation of an extended Kalman filter (EKF) for model-based engine control (MBEC). Previously proposed MBEC architectures feature an optimal tuner Kalman Filter (OTKF) to produce estimates of both unmeasured engine parameters and estimates for the health of the engine. The success of this approach relies on the accuracy of the linear model and the ability of the optimal tuner to update its tuner estimates based on only a few sensors. Advances in computer processing are making it possible to replace the piece-wise linear model, developed off-line, with an on-board nonlinear model running in real-time. This will reduce the estimation errors associated with the linearization process, and is typically referred to as an extended Kalman filter. The nonlinear extended Kalman filter approach is applied to the Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion System Simulation 40,000 (C-MAPSS40k) and compared to the previously proposed MBEC architecture. The results show that the EKF reduces the estimation error, especially during transient operation.

Nomenclature

\( A, A_{xq}, B, B_{xq}, \)
\( C, C_{xq}, D, D_{xq}, \)
\( F, F_{xq}, G, L, M, N \)  System Matrices

CMAPISS40k  Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion System Simulation 40k
EKF  Extended Kalman filter
\( F_n \)  Thrust estimation error
\( F_{ny} \)  Measured thrust
HPMSC  High pressure compressor surge margin estimation error
\( K_\infty \)  Kalman filter gain
MBEC  Model based engine control
OTKF  Optimal tuner extended Kalman filter
OTEKF  Optimal tuner Kalman filter
\( P_\infty \)  Kalman filter state estimation covariance matrix
T40  High pressure turbine inlet temperature estimation error
\( T_{40y} \)  High pressure turbine inlet temperature
\( v^* \)  Transformation matrix relating \( h_k \) to \( q_k \)
\( h_k \)  Health parameter vector
\( q_k \)  Kalman filter tuning parameter
\( u_k \)  Control input vector
\( w_k, w_{h,k}, w_{qh,k} \)  Process noise vectors
\( x_k \)  State vector
\( x_{h,k} \)  Augmented state vector (\( x_k \) and \( h_k \))
\( x_{qk} \)  Reduced-order state vector (\( x_k \) and \( q_k \))
\( y_k \)  Vector of measured outputs
\( z_k \)  Vector of unmeasured (auxiliary) outputs
I. Introduction

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration Transformational Tools and Technologies project of the Transformative Aeronautics Concepts Program is advancing state-of-the-art computational and experimental tools and technologies that are vital to aviation applications. The project is investing in developing innovative controls techniques that can support and enable concept development and benefits across multiple Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate programs. Under this effort, model based engine control (MBEC) is being investigated as a way to increase engine efficiency without significantly impacting the safety or risk of a failure (Refs. 1 and 2). This is accomplished by allowing the engine to be designed, and operated, with less margin. Engine design margins are established to ensure safe operation under worst case conditions; mainly end-of-life with maximum uncertainty in measured variables. With accurate information of the current engine operating condition, control strategies can be developed to allow the engine to operate more efficiently with the same risk and less margin while still avoiding the violation of any constraints, such as compressor surge.

Traditional commercial aircraft engine control architectures rely on sensed data to provide the aircraft with the requested power (thrust) and assure the engine does not exceed any of its physical (pressures, temperatures, rotor speeds) or operational (surge margin) limits. Some of the principal engine parameters are unmeasured, such as thrust, high-pressure turbine inlet temperature, and compressor surge margin; for which representative engine parameters and relationships are used instead. For example, since thrust is not measured in flight, current commercial aircraft engines regulate the fan speed or engine pressure ratio; both have a direct relationship with thrust (Refs. 3 and 4). Several methods have been proposed to avoid a high-pressure compressor surge (Ref. 5). One solution is to limit the acceleration of the high-pressure spool. However, as the engine degrades, the relationship between the measured engine outputs and the unmeasured engine parameters tend to breakdown and lead to degraded performance and operability. To overcome this issue, MBEC is being used to accurately estimate parameters of interest across the engine life cycle by optimally mapping the numerous health parameters of the engine to the few available on-board sensors.

The high-level MBEC architecture is comprised of three main components; an engine or “truth” model, an on-board model to provide real-time estimates of unmeasured parameters, and finally a controller with limit protection logic. A high-level diagram of the MBEC architecture is shown in Figure 1. In this architecture, the onboard model utilizes actuator commands and measured engine outputs to produce estimated engine parameters regulated by the controller. For the work presented in this paper as well as the previous work (Refs. 1 and 2), the Commercial Modular Aero-Propulsion System Simulation 40k (CMAPSS40k) (Ref. 6) serves as the engine “truth” model and the simulation platform to investigate the MBEC architecture. CMAPSS40k is a high-fidelity, high bypass turbofan simulation developed by NASA.
MBEC has several potential benefits. As noted in Reference 9, a leading benefit is the safe reduction of conservatism in the design related to the use of unmeasured variables. This reduction in the conservatism could allow the engine to be designed to operate at a higher efficiency and ultimately reduce the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC). In fault detection applications, the difference between measured and predicted engine outputs, known as residuals, are analyzed to determine if a fault is present in the engine. The residual thresholds are set high enough to avoid false alarms due to modeling errors and low enough to catch engine faults early. The lower the modeling error, the quicker faults can be identified and with higher confidence of a true fault rather than a false alarm due to modeling error.

Other work includes implementing a tracking filter (Ref. 7), the use of genetic algorithms as an input selector for a radial basis function neural network (Ref. 8), and a simplified real time model with an extended Kalman filter (Ref. 9) to produce estimates of unmeasured performance parameters. In the previous NASA MBEC work (Refs. 1 and 2), an optimal tuner Kalman Filter (OTKF) (Ref. 10) was implemented as the on-board model providing estimates of thrust, high pressure turbine inlet temperature, and surge margin. This work focuses on the on-board model portion of the MBEC architecture, in which the OTKF is replaced by an extended Kalman filter and an Optimal Tuner Extended Kalman Filter. With the preceding approach, when a new signal is added to the control system the designer would be required to update the piecewise linear model, Kalman Filter and optimization algorithms; and the flight software would have to be recertified. Alternatively, adding all possible outputs to the piecewise linear model look-up table would require massive memory-storage space and would increase the cost of the controller. If a full nonlinear model was implemented onboard, the designer would only have to make a change to the current code.

Section II discusses the current OTKF strategy. Section III discusses the implementation of the extended Kalman filter and the Optimal Tuner Kalman filter. Results are shown in Section IV followed by conclusions in Section V.

II. General Linear Optimal Tuner Kalman Filter Approach

For MBEC to be successfully applied for aircraft engine control, an accurate estimate of the desired unmeasured engine parameters must exist. Estimating unmeasured engine parameters is complicated by the fact that the engine’s performance is affected by the level of degradation. Degradation, or health of the engine, is commonly described by unmeasured health parameters that relate to the efficiency and flow capacity of each of the major engine components. The 5 major turbo-machinery components of a turbofan engine are the fan, low pressure compressor, high pressure compressor, high pressure turbine, and low pressure turbine. Linear estimation techniques, such as the Kalman Filter, can be applied to estimate these parameters given there are as many sensors as parameters to be estimated. For typical aircraft engine applications, 6 to 8 sensors are available to estimate 10 health parameters (2 for each of the 5 major turbo-machinery components), posing an underdetermined estimation problem. Simon and Garg (Ref. 10), based off the work of Litt (Ref. 11), proposed an approach to optimally select a transformation matrix, \( V^* \), to minimize the theoretical steady-state estimation error for the engine performance parameters of interest.

The discrete linear time-invariant engine state equations about a linear design point are:

\[
\begin{align*}
x_{k+1} &= Ax_k + Bu_k + Lh_k + w_k \\
y_k &= Cx_k + Du_k + Mh_k + v_k \\
z_k &= Fx_k + Gu_k + Nh_k
\end{align*}
\]

where \( k \) is the discrete time index, \( x \) is the state vector, \( u \) is the control input vector, \( y \) is the measured output vector, \( z \) is the auxiliary (unmeasured) output vector, \( h \) is the health parameter input vector, and \( w \) and \( v \) are uncorrelated zero-mean white noise inputs. The health parameters, \( h \), are unknown inputs to the model and can be treated as a set of biases modeled without dynamics. Therefore, Equation (1) can be re-written in a reduced order form as:
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{x}_{k+1} \\
\dot{h}_{k+1}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
A & L \\
0 & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_{k} \\
h_{k}
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
B \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u_k \\
w_{h,k}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[y_k = \begin{bmatrix} C & M \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_{k} \\
\dot{h}_{k}
\end{bmatrix} + Du_k + v_k\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[z_k = \begin{bmatrix} F & N \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_{k} \\
\dot{h}_{k}
\end{bmatrix} + Gu_k\]

The model tuning parameter, \(q\), is constructed as a linear combination of all health parameters, \(h\), given by:

\[q = V^* h\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The approximation of the health parameter inputs can be obtained as:

\[\hat{h} = V^{+} q\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where \(V^{+}\) is the pseudo-inverse of \(V^*\). Substituting (4) into (2):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{x}_{k+1} \\
\dot{h}_{k+1}
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
A & LV^{+} \\
0 & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
x_{k} \\
h_{k}
\end{bmatrix}
+ 
\begin{bmatrix}
B \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u_k \\
w_{h,k}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[y_k = \begin{bmatrix} C & MV^{+} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_{k} \\
\dot{h}_{k}
\end{bmatrix} + Du_k + v_k\]

\[z_k = \begin{bmatrix} F & NV^{+} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_{k} \\
\dot{h}_{k}
\end{bmatrix} + Gu_k\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

A Kalman filter is designed for the engine model, or plant, in Equation (5). For the OTKF, steady-state Kalman filtering is applied, which means the Kalman gain (\(K_\infty\)) and state estimation error covariance (\(P_\infty\)) matrices are held constant at each time step. Assuming steady-state open loop operation (\(u = 0\)), the Kalman filter state estimation takes the following form:

\[\hat{x}_{xq,k} = A_{xq}\hat{x}_{xq,k-1} + K_\infty(y_k - C_{xq}A_{xq}\hat{x}_{xq,k-1})\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The augmented state vector becomes:

\[\hat{x}_{xh,k} = \begin{bmatrix} I & 0 \\
0 & V^{+}\end{bmatrix} \hat{x}_{xq,k}\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

and the auxiliary state vector becomes:

\[\hat{x}_k = \begin{bmatrix} F & NV^{+}\end{bmatrix} \hat{x}_{xq,k}\]  \hspace{1cm} (8)
Reference 10 contains the derivations and detailed information required to calculate the globally optimal transformation matrix. The goal is to find a transformation matrix that is globally optimal for some predefined number of flight conditions throughout the flight envelope. Given a piece-wise linear model, steady-state trim points, and a globally optimized transformation matrix, the matrices, $A_{xq}$, $B_{xq}$, $C_{xq}$, $D_{xq}$, $F_{xq}$, $G_{xq}$, and $K_{x}$ can be calculated and stored, with the trim points, at each linear design point. These values can be recalled by the Kalman filter during run time. In this case, the a priori state estimate becomes:

$$\hat{x}_k^- = A_{xq}(\hat{x}_k^+ - \Delta x) + B_{xq} \Delta u \quad (9)$$

Where $\Delta x$ is the difference between the current states and the trim states, and $\Delta u$ is the difference between the current measured actuator commands and the expected trim actuator commands. The trim points are a function of the flight condition along with a power reference value, such as corrected fan speed used here. The a posteriori state estimation equation is:

$$\hat{x}_k^+ = \hat{x}_k^- + K_{x}(y_k - C_{xq}\hat{x}_k^- - D_{xq}\Delta u) \quad (10)$$

The output vector and auxiliary vector equations are:

$$\hat{y}_k = C_{xq}\hat{x}_k^+ + D_{xq} \Delta u$$  
$$\hat{z}_k = F_{xq}\hat{x}_k^+ + G_{xq} \Delta u \quad (11)$$

This implementation has been shown to provide good estimation results (Ref. 10) and are suitable for MBEC (Refs. 1 and 2).

### III. Extended Kalman Filter and Optimal Tuner Kalman Filter Approaches

The increasing computing power of modern processors is making it feasible to run complex nonlinear models in a Full Authority Digital Electronic Controller (FADEC) in real-time. Relying on a nonlinear model to estimate the engine’s unmeasured parameters should result in a reduction of the estimation error of the unmeasured parameters. Typical extended Kalman filters (EKF) rely on partial derivative matrices calculated in real-time from the nonlinear model at the current operating point during operation to calculate the Kalman gain. Even with the increased computing power of modern processors, there are still challenges associated with linearizing the nonlinear engine models in real-time. These challenges include the ability to ensure that the engine model converges at every possible operating point, ensuring that the model converges during the linearization process when the states and inputs are perturbed, and including accommodation techniques for when an invalid nonlinear model is produced. These challenges are even more complicated by ensuring that these procedures can be completed in a fixed amount of time, within a couple of FADEC cycle updates. To avoid these practical issues associated with on-board linearization, a steady-state Kalman filtering approach is considered as implemented with the OTKF. The Kalman gain is calculated off-line, using a piece-wise linear model that is a function of the operating condition, defined as the altitude, Mach number, and power level (corrected fan speed) for a 50 percent deteriorated engine. The Kalman gain can then be stored and recalled as a function of the sensed flight condition.

For the discrete extended Kalman filter implementation, let the a priori estimate be equal to the previous state estimate:

$$\hat{x}_k^- = \hat{x}_{k-1}^+ \quad (12)$$
Therefore, the a posteriori state estimation equation, Equation (10), can be re-written as:

\[
\hat{x}_k^+ = \hat{x}_k^- + K_\infty (y_k - \hat{y}_k^-)
\]

(13)

where ideally:

\[
\hat{y}_k^- = C_{sx} \hat{x}_k^- + D_{sx} \Delta u
\]

(14)

This equation shows that \(\hat{y}_k^-\) is a function of the a posteriori estimate, \(\hat{x}_k^-\), which is based on the previous estimate. Therefore, in a discrete implementation Equation (13) can be written and implemented as:

\[
\hat{x}_k^+ = \hat{x}_k^- + K_\infty (y_{k-1} - \hat{y}_{k-1}^-)
\]

(15)

The update term, \(K_\infty (y_{k-1} - \hat{y}_{k-1}^-)\) which is commonly known as the innovations, is based on the previous output of the nonlinear model and the sensed measurements. Once the estimated a priori state is updated, the nonlinear model is executed based on the current actuator commands, \(u_k\), and current a posteriori estimate, \(\hat{x}_k^+\), to produce the current output vector, \(\hat{y}_k\), and auxiliary output vector \(\hat{z}_k\):

\[
\hat{y}_k = f(\hat{x}_k^+ , u) \\
\hat{z}_k = f(\hat{x}_k^+ , u)
\]

(16)

This implementation requires the nonlinear model is to be executed only once per time step. For the extended Kalman filter implementation (EKF), the nonlinear engine model is executed assuming a fleet-average 50 percent deteriorated engine and does not require the user to calculate a globally optimal transformation matrix.

Rather than assuming the engine is 50 percent degraded, the extended Kalman filter can be integrated with the optimal tuner state estimate to provide an estimate of the current health of the engine to the nonlinear engine model. This implementation is referred to as the optimal tuner extended Kalman filter (OTEKF). For this implementation, the globally optimal transformation matrix and steady-state Kalman gain from Section II is utilized, since both of these are calculated off-line based on the linear model and stored for run-time. The process for calculating the Kalman gain and globally optimal transformation matrix is the same and it is valid to assume the same results would be produced if the linearization was done online.

In this form, the Kalman filter equations are exactly the same as described for the nonlinear extended Kalman filter (Eqs. (12) to (16)), with the exception that eight tuner states \((q)\) are added to the state estimate vector. \(V^{**}\) is used in the Kalman filter to convert \(q\) to the health parameter inputs \(h\), as shown in Equation (4), which are inputs to the nonlinear model. The \(q\) states are also scaled by the FADEC update rate of 0.015 sec to reduce the impact of the state update. It is assumed that the health parameter inputs have a very slow time constant and will not significantly change during a single flight unless there is a major fault present in the system. Scaling the tuner estimates update helps to reduce the impact of a fuel flow transient on the tuner states, which assumes the fuel flow transient has a large effect on engine degradation. This is due to the observation that the magnitudes of the \(q\)-states tend to be larger during transients than they are during steady-state.
IV. Results

The accuracy of the extended Kalman filter and optimal tuner extended Kalman filter are tested and compared against the original OTKF of the previous MBEC architecture (Refs. 1 and 2). Note that, there are no changes to the controller architecture in this work, only changes to the on-board model Kalman filter. Both the EKF and the OTEKF algorithm rely on the use of a nonlinear engine model to produce the output vector and auxiliary state vector which contains the estimated parameters for the controller as shown in Figure 1 and described in Section III.

One of the potential benefits of MBEC is the ability to reduce the operating margins during the design process and allow the engine designers the ability to move the operating line to a more efficient region to reduce the thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) (Ref. 9). In this scenario, the main benefit of MBEC would be observed at cruise. The OTKF, EKF, and OTEKF are implemented and tested using C-MAPSS40k at 100 random cruise flight conditions defined within altitudes of 28,000 to 36,000 ft, 0.4 to 0.8 Mach, and for any engine degradation level (0 to 1). At each flight condition, a throttle transient is applied from a cruise setting (power lever angle (PLA) 64 to 68°), to a flight idle setting (PLA 54 to 60°), and back to a slightly higher cruise setting (PLA 64 to 70°).

The results of a single flight condition at an altitude of 28,616 ft, 0.736 Mach, with 49.2 percent of life consumed is shown in Figure 2. The top left plot shows the estimated thrust (\(F_{ny}\)), thrust estimation error (\(F_n\)) in the top right plot, estimated high pressure turbine inlet temperature (\(T_{40y}\)) in the bottom left plot, and high pressure turbine inlet temperature estimation error (\(T_{40}\)) in the bottom right plot. The estimation error is the difference between the estimated parameter from the Kalman filter and the engine simulation output. Figure 2 illustrates that the OTKF and EKF have much larger estimation errors during the transients. Figure 2 also shows the large estimation error associated with the extended Kalman filter compared to the OTKF and OTEKF. The results shown in Figure 2 regarding the error of the EKF to both OTKF and OTEKF are consistent, therefore the EKF results will be ignored for the rest of this analysis.

![Figure 2.—Comparison of the estimated thrust (top left), estimated \(T_{40}\) (bottom left), thrust estimated error (top right), and \(T_{40}\) estimated error (bottom right) of the three estimation methods at a cruise condition.](image-url)
At each flight condition, considering the steady-state cruise and takeoff power levels, the maximum absolute estimation errors for thrust, high pressure compressor surge margin (SM), and high pressure turbine temperatures are shown as a function of the engine degradation level in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that the OTEKF has the smallest maximum absolute estimation error for the 50 percent degraded engine, which should be expected since $V^*$ is optimized for that condition (50 percent degraded). The OTEKF provides better estimation for SM and T40, but slightly worse estimation for thrust.

The absolute maximum estimation error for the thrust, high pressure compressor surge margin, and high pressure turbine temperature are shown in Figure 4 against the flight condition test number. Figure 4 shows that in steady-state, the maximum thrust estimation error is within 150 lb, the maximum surge margin estimation is within 0.125 percent, and maximum high pressure turbine estimation error is within 1 °R. Figure 3 and Figure 4 clearly show that in steady-state operation, the OTEKF provides much better estimation of surge margin and high pressure turbine inlet temperature, but does not provide the accuracy in thrust. Re-optimizing the tuner to provide better thrust estimation is possible, however the estimation error in other parameters may increase.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

**Figure 3.**—Comparison of the steady-state maximum absolute estimation errors for thrust (top), surge margin (middle), and T40 (bottom) for the OTKF and OTEKF at cruise flight conditions.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

**Figure 4.**—Comparison of the steady-state maximum absolute estimate error for thrust (top), high pressure compressor surge margin (middle), and high pressure turbine inlet temperature estimation errors.
The maximum absolute estimation error for thrust, high pressure compressor surge margin, and high pressure turbine temperature during transient operation is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 shows that OTEKF provides better estimation during transient operation for thrust and high pressure turbine inlet temperature and relatively as accurate estimation error as OTKF for high pressure compressor surge. The OTEKF provides approximately the same maximum error during transient operation as it does in steady-state, which could be a big advantage. Having a better estimate during the transient allows for tighter control on the estimated parameters of interest, often when they are closest to exceeding a limit. For example, the high pressure turbine inlet temperature tends to overshoot the steady-state point and reaches the maximum value during the transient. In addition, if the estimation values are used for diagnostics, the diagnostic algorithms would not require a scheme to suspend operation during large engine transients.

V. Conclusions

Model based engine control (MBEC) is being investigated as a way to increase the efficiency of future aircraft engines by allowing the engine to be designed to operate more efficient without increasing the risk of an engine failure. With accurate information of the current engine operating-conditions and health status, control strategies can be developed that allow the engine to operate more efficiently while avoiding any constraints, such as compressor surge. This work focused on integrating an extended Kalman filter with the previously developed optimal tuner, referred to as the optimal tuner extended Kalman filter (OTEKF). The optimal tuner contains a globally optimized transformation matrix, which relates a set of Kalman filter tuning parameters to health parameter inputs, designed to minimize the theoretical steady-state estimation error for the performance parameters of interest. The estimated health parameters are used as inputs to the nonlinear model and help increase the accuracy of the estimated parameters from the nonlinear model. This paper showed that overall, the OTEKF produced approximately the same average and worst case estimation errors during steady-state operation, but reduced the maximum estimation errors by improving estimation during transient operation. This could allow for further reduction of uncertainty currently included in engine safety margins.
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